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1: Oral communication methods for the classroom teacher (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
Communication is an important skill for every modern student to master. Advances in digital media, changing career
landscapes, and greater competition in colleges and workplaces makes improving student communication skills a must.
Cramming tips the night before a big interview won't do the job if.

Strategic Human Resource Management Modern Teaching Techniques for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students
The significance of hearing often goes underappreciated until it is no longer available, and for students who
have lived their entire life with a hearing loss, education can prove challenging. Teachers must adapt to each
classroom of students, and working with deaf or hard of hearing students requires some modification to
traditional teaching methods. However, modern techniques are allowing for a smoother adaptation to
traditional education, for both students and teachers alike. Students with Hearing Loss by the Numbers Three
out of every 1, American children are born deaf or with hearing loss, and 9 out of 10 of those children are born
to fully hearing parents. An even larger number More surprisingly is that most children are not diagnosed as
deaf until they are two to five years old. The field of deaf education has come a long way since its origins,
dating back to the 15th century. Although the field has seen great advances in recent years, it continues to be a
challenging and uniquely interesting career choice. A History of Deaf Education In , while working with deaf
students, a Spanish monk named Pedro Ponce de Leon created one of the original manual alphabets, and in ,
Geronimo Cardano, an Italian physician, concluded hearing is not required for learning and he used his
teaching approaches for the education of his own deaf son. Speech training for the deaf found its beginnings in
Manuel Ramirez de Carrion and the first published approach for deaf education was recorded in , with the
work of Juan Pablo Martin Bonet. The first School for the Deaf in the world was founded in Paris in , and
simultaneously, a basic form of sign language was introduced and used as a teaching tool in the school
curriculum. Early European methods were brought to the newly formed America, and through the work of
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet , the American School for the Deaf was created in Similar schools emerged across
the country, including a school founded by Alexander Graham Bell who adamantly believed that deaf
individuals could and should be taught to speak. His views expressed resistance against sign language and
encouraged oral education for all students. The passage of the Education of All Handicapped Children Act in
gave equal rights to public education to all students, regardless of hearing loss, and the creation of the cochlear
implant and digital hearing aids in the s opened up new doors for students with a hearing loss. The most
common educational approaches include: This teaching approach does not use sign language, but instead
teaches the English Language through residual hearing and speech. This method combines auditory and visual
communication for instruction. Modern techniques for students with a hearing loss include: Students with
hearing loss require a modified classroom, which should incorporate well-designed acoustics for maximum
sound production , little distractive noise, and proper lighting for visuals. Each student should have a clear
view of all visuals as well as the instructor. Use of an Interpreter: Many classrooms with deaf students who
sign incorporate an interpreter for easier translation of material. Deaf students, who have grown up with sign
language, should have sign language included in their daily educational life. Years of research and
development have provided educators with wonderful tools for maximizing auditory abilities for those
students with some degree of hearing including: There are few better ways to make a positive impact on the
future than by becoming a teacher. You may also be interested in Learn More About.
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2: 7 Effective Parent Teacher Communication Tips | TeachHUB
despite the obvious importance of oral communication, teachers of the language arts in the elementary school and
teachers of English in the high school have tended to accord it a secondary emphasis or, worse yet, to ignore it.

How to stress and teach kindness. Communicate High Expectations Research has shown that parental
expectations are one of the strongest predictors of student achievement. This will put parents on your side and
enable them to reinforce your expectations in the home. Communicating high standards from the beginning for
the year, will set you up to have much more objective conversations with families about individual students.
Be Aware of Schoolwide Communications Parents will not only be hearing from you. The school will be
communicating with them about schoolwide issues as well. At the same time, you want to be sure that they are
aware of the full range of resources, such as after school and summer programs, that the school offers as well
as how other services connect to the shared goals that you have for their student. Parents need help in making
these connections to create a more holistic education and will appreciate sound advice about what students can
gain from specific activities offered by the school. Choose Communication Tools that Work for Parents Ask
parents what communication methods are best for them. Do not assume that parents are all the same. Using
multiple communication methods allows parents to hear from you in ways that work for them. Some
traditional options, like notes and calls home, can be time intensive, but work for some parents. There are also
a ton of techie ways that can be a little easier to switch up. While email may be great for some parents, you
can also try texting, twitter or a classroom blog to provide a range of options. There are some online tools,
such as SnappSchool. Measure Your Success Pay attention to results. Are your communications getting
parents engaged? Do they show up? Do they return permission slips, do students arrive prepared for class?
What methods are providing the most response from parents and students? You can adapt your plan to make
the best use of your time. If most parents respond best to email, then you can save yourself some calls home.
Whatever your plan is, open up the lines of communications with parents, and set them up to talk with their
kids each day about their school day. This alone can be a powerful thing. What tips do you have for effective
parent teacher communication? Share in the comments section! About the Author John Halloran is the parent
of two elementary school students in NYC public schools, and the co-founder of SnappSchool, which provides
a tool that allows teachers to send quick, updates to the parents of their students.
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3: Communication or Practice? | Foreign Language Teaching Methods: Speaking
Student/teacher communication is also direct communication between a student and the teacher, but this time it is the
student who initiates the conversation. Also, this can occur during whole-class participation.

Educational Approaches Before we put into action any kind of educational approach we first must assess the
severity of the hearing loss. After, we can pick a method for each individual child. There are three primary
communication methods used in education of deaf children. These methods have undergone waves of
popularity and some are much older than others. Each individual is different, therefore each individual needs a
different type of method to help them with their development of language, communication and to aid them in
their learning. In these methods there may be techniques that are used to aid the child with a particular method,
such as: This is the manual language used by the Deaf community in the United States. As well as these
different methods and different techniques, there are different places and settings that the Deaf, or a child with
a hearing impairment can learn, such as: Oralist approach of deaf education have believed that deaf children
are best served by instruction in lip-reading, in maximum use of residual hearing through amplification and
auditory training , and in articulation to improve speech. Auditory-Oral Approach This approach combines
speech, use of residual hearing and speech-reading. The child will be trained to use his or her hearing and
develop expressive speech. Pure oralism strongly emphasizes no signing and speech is the only acceptable
means of response. In order for success five elements must be present: Often, the child is mainstreamed from
the start in a typical preschool rather than a special self-contained oral program. The goal of auditory-verbal
practice is for children who are deaf or hard of hearing to grow up in "typical" learning and living environment
that enables them to become independent, participating, and contributing citizens in an complete mainstream
society. This is because all children with a hearing loss deserve an opportunity to develop the ability to listen
and use verbal communication with their families and communities. This method emphasizes the increase
likelihood that young children, deaf or hard of hearing, can be educated to use even minimal amounts of
residual or remaining hearing. The use of amplified residual hearing permits these children to learn to listen,
process verbal language, and to speak. With this method, disadvantages that are connected with dependence
on speech-reading are eliminated. Auditory training Auditory training is teaching a person with a hearing
impairment how to use the residual or remaining hearing that is available to them with the goal of maximizing
use of speech and non-speech cues. In developing an approach to auditory training, it is important that the
clinician consider the amount of hearing that the client has. Clients with aided hearing levels in the mild to
moderately severe hearing range would work on sound discrimination skills. Clients with aided hearing levels
within the severe to profound hearing loss range would improve the detection of sounds, particularly
environmental sounds. Therefore, the person may develop at least a functional use of their hearing. The
emphasis is on teaching the auditory skills that may be delayed or missing altogether. Lip reading
Speech-reading - Cued Speech This is a method, in which the deaf are able to read the speech of others from
the movements of the lips and mouth. It is also referred to as speech-reading, which includes the reading of
facial expressions and body language. Speech-reading is not normally used by itself. It is a coping skill we use
to communicate effectively with either wearing hearing aids or using assistive listening devices and practicing
effective coping strategies. Cued speech is also known as cued English or cued language. Cued Speech is a
sound-based hand supplement to speech-reading. In cued speech, eight hand shapes representing groups of
consonants are placed in four positions around the face that indicated groups of vowel sounds. The shapes and
locations in combination with the mouth movements eliminate the ambiguity that speech-reading produces.
Combined with the natural lip movements of speech, the cues make spoken language visible. Cued Speech in
the spoken language, while American Sign Language is the signed language. Cued Speech shows
pronunciation, accent, duration, and the rhythm of speech. Unless they learn American Sign Language as a
second language, students who grow up using Cued Speech are not able to communicate with the larger
community of Deaf adults who use sign language. Benefits It can be learned in a relatively short period of
time, which is helpful for parents and family, as well as the child. Cued speech is a way to provide full access
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to spoken communication through the visual code. It provides an appropriate foundation for reading and
writing English. It positively affects literacy because it enables a deaf child to internalize the language. The
step of internalizing a language is critical to the process of learning how to read and write. Children that use
Cued Speech speech-read more accurately. Cued speech gives a child an improvement in auditory
discrimination. Hearing families who use Cued Speech have better communication and fewer behavioral
problems. The child must be immersed in a speech-intensive environment at home and school. Total
Communication Total communication is the title of a philosophy of communication and not a method. A
number of sign systems, such as cued speech, were developed to convey manual representations of English
sentence structure along with spoken language. The sign systems translate words and grammatical morphemes
used in spoken English into visible hand configurations and gestures. All of the systems basically follow the
share the same features: Total communication is often the first approach recommended because it encourages
a child to use to use every available mode of communication to both receive and convey messages. The mode
of communication depends on the particular need of the child, whether it is manual, oral, auditory, and written.
Today simultaneous communication is the most common form of communication used in educational settings
for deaf children. Benefits The main benefit is that it opens all roads and modes of communication for the deaf
child. It allows flexibility without eliminating any options. It allows the child to choose the form that is best
for them in a given situation. It also allows the child some form of expressive communication. Biculturalism
implies an understanding of the mores, customs, practices, and expectations of members of a cultural group
and the ability to adapt to their expectations" Finnegan Individuals, who are Deaf, are considered bilingual if
they are able to communicate effectively in both American Sign Language and English. They are considered
bicultural if they are capable of functioning in both the Deaf community and the majority culture. ASL is an
efficient language for visual learning and is easier for Deaf children to acquire as a first language than any
form of English" Finnegan Bi-bi programs are modeled after English as a Second Language ESL and foreign
language interest programs. These programs emphasize the positive aspects of the Deaf culture.
Bilingual-bicultural bi-bi programs have admiration for both American Sign Language and English. Deaf
culture is an important aspect to the curriculum. English language skills are taught after proficiency in
American Sign Language is reached. This approach is for all children, no matter what there hearing loss is, but
these programs are usually not to be found in mainstreaming, but in residential and day schools. Benefits Early
contact to comprehensible language, such as American Sign Language, helps early cognitive development.
This promotes increased literacy and greater academic achievement. Students who attend bilingual-bicultural
programs develop functional skills in two languages. The emphasis of early language acquisition and
establishing American Sign Language, as their first language, provides a base, in which English is later taught.
Students in bi-bi programs have an increased self-esteem and confidence because of the healthy view of Deaf
children and their acceptance of who they are, as well as the increased confidence to function in bi-bi
environments. He developed American Sign Language, a language of gestures and hand symbols that express
words and concepts. It is composed of manual gestures called signs in combination with various types of
non-manual grammar, such as mouth morphemes, appropriate facial expression, body movement and many
more. It has its own grammar that does not in any way reflect the grammar of English. People who use
American Sign Language use the physical space in front of them to create the mental picture. American Sign
Language is suited to the eyes. Benefits Children learning American Sign Language generally develop their
first signed words at approximately the same age as children who are acquiring oral language. Deaf children
who learn sign language in preschool do better in academics, such as learning to read and write English, as
well as better behaviorally and socially. Deaf children of deaf parents are better linguistically than deaf peers
born of hearing parents. This could be due to early language acquisition. American Sign Language can allow
children to maximize their higher education. Here is the alphabet: These classes are called resource classes and
are taught by specially trained teachers. Deaf students who are mainstreamed miss out on the feeling of
belonging that individuals from the Deaf culture associate with their residential schools, and their experience
is very different from those who attend residential school. Mainstreamed students often are singled out in
many respects. One common complaint about mainstreaming is that the children are only in the regular
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classrooms for non-core subjects such as Physical Education and Art. Benefits A child that is in these types of
environments has the opportunity to meet and interact with hearing peers. They are also exposed to a regular
curriculum. These children often learn how to be self-starters. They develop excellent study habits that serve
them well as adults, which could be in part because of their inability to understand the teacher and the other
students. These students Residential Schools A residential school is for students who are deaf or have a severe
hearing impairment. It has a comprehensive academic, health, and socialization program including dormitory.
Most programs serve preschool ages through grade Residential life as the ideal opportunity for students who
are deaf to become familiar with and acculturated into the Deaf community. The Deaf culture is passed on
from one generation to the next through the residential school, where they learn such things as Deaf folklore
and folk life from other children, Deaf teachers and Deaf house parents. Most schools accept students based on
degree of hearing loss, academic needs, parental choice, and other factors. Any child with a hearing loss
becomes a member of the Deaf culture, but through schooling residential schools. Recently residential schools
enrollment has decreased because of mainstreaming becoming an option for Deaf students, as well the
population of Deaf children has decreased because of recent vaccinations. Therefore many residential schools
have shut down. Benefits The schools are designed with the needs of deaf students in mind.
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4: Why Is It Important for Teachers to Have Good Communication Skills? | www.enganchecubano.com
Oral communication is the process of expressing information or ideas by word of mouth. Learn more about the types
and benefits of oral communication, and find out how you can improve your own oral.

History[ edit ] Early 16th century[ edit ] Since the beginning of formal deaf education in the 18th century in
the United States, manualism and oralism have been on opposing sides of a heated debate that continues to
this day. Speaking has been equated with the higher classes and higher intellect, signing with the lower. Until
the end of the 19th century, many educators of deaf America were deaf themselves. Bell had no opinion
regarding whether or whom deaf people should marry. Bell believed oralism was "an attractive option to
sterilization" [12] [ unreliable source? To Bell, implementation of oralism meant the possibility of a
mainstream and "normal" life for deaf individuals. For example, "is" "was" and "the", which are not used in
sign, were spelled out by the teachers using the manual alphabet. Sentences in sign were thought to have no
grammar. The facial expressions, such as exaggerated movements of the mouth, tongue, eyes, and lips,
suggesting grimacing or excessive emotional display, triggered horror in hearing people. Students were asked
to stop moving their faces when they signed, which is equivalent to asking hearing people to speak in
declarative sentences uttered in monotone. Gallaudet , argued against the teaching of oralism because it
restricted the ability of deaf students to communicate in what was considered their native language. Parental
use of the oral approach typically stems from parental desire for their child to use a spoken language to
communicate with the majority hearing population. While some researches believed that success of the oral
approach in a classroom setting had not been fully evaluated, [13] recent research has demonstrated that oral
education using Listening and Spoken Language can provide most deaf children with spoken language skills
that are equivalent to those of their hearing peers. This is not limited to oral schools themselves, but also
extends to universities, social support programs, and medical centers that are deemed supportive of spoken
language development in deaf children. The Foundation believes that developing spoken language proficiency
allows deaf individuals to reach their full potential. Focus on helping deaf and hard of hearing children
develop spoken English and listening skills. Their Pre-K focuses on spoken English. Teaching children to
develop their spoken and written English skills by teaching children in spoken English. One study compared
the English development of deaf children with a cochlear implant versus what the English development might
have been without the implant. English development was greater and more successful for the implanted deaf
child than that of the non-implanted child based on the implementation of a predictive model. The predictive
model employs age, residual hearing, and communication mode used by the child to predict the language
development. Although deaf implanted children are already at a disadvantage for English development when
compared to their hearing counterparts, the implant, on average, reduced what could have been an even larger
deficit had the child not been implanted based on the predictive model. The authors recommend implanting
the child as early as possible. Multiple studies find that by ensuring a deaf child has access to American Sign
Language, their overall academic performance is better than those who are not. These expressed
communications are less clear than that of their hearing peers. One study in particular demonstrated that while
individuals who became deaf before developing spoken language did show a decreased ability to differentiate
between the phonological properties of a language, they showed equal capability of recognizing and
understanding the orthographic properties of what they were reading. Altogether, this research provided
evidence contrary to the belief that spoken skills are critical to the development of reading skills, and further
proposes that educational approaches should include a stronger focus on building awareness of written
language forms separate from the related aural aspects. However, some studies suggest that social-emotional
outcomes for deaf children who use cochlear implants and spoken language are statistically significantly
higher than those of their signing deaf counterparts. Deaf children in an oral setting may feel depressed,
anxious and experience aloneness and embarrassment as a result of such language deprivation.
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5: Communicative Language Methodology | Teaching Spanish with Communicative Approach
This paper advocates oral communication as one of the most effective methods of improving classroom instruction in all
subjects. It focuses on the teaching of mathematics and science, where the grasping of concepts is essential to student
learning. The paper provides a rationale for oral.

Teaching is all about communication - listening, speaking, reading, presenting and writing. Teachers who
hone their communication skills are prepared to instruct, advise and mentor students entrusted in their care.
Additionally, teachers must communicate well to effectively collaborate with colleagues and update
administrators on student progress. Frequently, parents call, visit or email, so teachers must be adept at
answering questions verbally and in writing. Teaching Individuals and Groups Communication is both
receptive and expressive. Teachers must be skilled at listening to their students as well as explaining things
clearly. Teachers need clarity of thought to present the material. They must be able to break down complex
ideas into simpler parts and smaller steps to transmit to their students. They must be able to adapt their
methods of communication to all students regardless of ability or learning style. They are able to "read" their
students and adapt to the needs of the individual. Effective communication includes transforming the boring
into the interesting and having good presentation skills. Communicating Caring In addition, good teachers
communicate concern and caring by their tone of voice and use of body language. They transmit genuine
commitment and affection for their students. They communicate their appreciation for what their students do
by celebrating their successes and constantly encouraging them. This helps students feel recognized and
validated. Communicating to Parents Teachers must be able to express themselves both verbally and in writing
in order to report student progress to parents. They need to explain the strengths and weaknesses of their
students so that parents will understand the message and be receptive rather than defensive. The message must
be delivered clearly and with tact. Teachers should be comfortable communicating with parents regularly, with
phone calls and informal notes in addition to formal report cards. Interacting with Colleagues and Supervisors
Although teaching is often done in the isolation of a classroom without the presence of other adults, good
teaching involves consultation with colleagues. Schools that see themselves as professional learning
communities encourage teachers to plan lessons together and learn from one another. They take a team
approach when problem-solving, especially for difficult students. This all requires excellent communication.
Teachers stay abreast of new developments in education by reading journals, listening to new ideas from their
administrators and school board consultants, and sharing and discussing these ideas with colleagues.
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6: Oral Communication Strategies by Erin Wicker on Prezi
Oral Communication Methods for the Classroom Teacher by Cheryl A. Fountain (Contributor) Be the first to review this
item.

Societal influences[ edit ] Language teaching was originally considered a cognitive matter, mainly involving
memorization. It was later thought, instead, to be socio-cognitive, meaning that language can be learned
through the process of social interaction. Today, however, the dominant technique in teaching any language is
communicative language teaching CLT. In Europe, the advent of the European Common Market , an
economic predecessor to the European Union, led to migration in Europe and an increased population of
people who needed to learn a foreign language for work or for personal reasons. At the same time, more
children were given the opportunity to learn foreign languages in school, as the number of secondary schools
offering languages rose worldwide as part of a general trend of curriculum-broadening and modernization, and
foreign-language study ceased to be confined to the elite academies. In Britain, the introduction of
comprehensive schools , which offered foreign-language study to all children rather than to the select few in
the elite grammar schools , greatly increased the demand for language learning. These methods assumed that
students were aiming for mastery of the target language, and that students were willing to study for years
before expecting to use the language in real life. However, these assumptions were challenged by adult
learners, who were busy with work, and some schoolchildren, who were less academically gifted, and thus
could not devote years to learning before being able to use the language. Educators realized that to motivate
these students an approach with a more immediate reward was necessary, [5] and they began to use CLT, an
approach that emphasizes communicative ability and yielded better results. Progressivism holds that active
learning is more effective than passive learning; [5] consequently, as this idea gained traction, in schools there
was a general shift towards using techniques where students were more actively involved, such as group work.
Foreign-language education was no exception to this trend, and teachers sought to find new methods, such as
CLT, that could better embody this shift in thinking. Before the growth of communicative language teaching,
the primary method of language teaching was situational language teaching. This method was much more
clinical in nature and relied less on direct communication. In Britain, applied linguists began to doubt the
efficacy of situational language teaching. Chomsky had shown that the structural theories of language
prevalent at the time could not explain the variety found in real communication. They saw a need for students
to develop communicative skill and functional competence in addition to mastering language structures.
Communicative competence redefined what it meant to "know" a language; in addition to speakers having
mastery over the structural elements of language, they must also be able to use those structural elements
appropriately in a variety of speech domains. Canale refined the model by adding discourse competence,
which contains the concepts of cohesion and coherence. When communicative language teaching had
effectively replaced situational language teaching as the standard by leading linguists, the Council of Europe
made an effort to once again bolster the growth of the new method. This led to the Council of Europe creating
a new language syllabus. Education was a high priority for the Council of Europe, and they set out to provide
a syllabus that would meet the needs of European immigrants. Wilkins, that defined language using "notions"
and "functions", rather than more traditional categories of grammar and vocabulary. The new syllabus
reinforced the idea that language could not be adequately explained by grammar and syntax, and instead relied
on real interaction. This proposed that published materials stifle the communicative approach. As such, the
aim of the Dogme approach to language teaching is to focus on real conversations about practical subjects,
where communication is the engine of learning. The idea behind the Dogme approach is that communication
can lead to explanation, which will lead to further learning. This approach is the antithesis of situational
language teaching, which emphasizes learning through text and prioritizes grammar over communication. Oral
activities are popular among CLT teachers, as opposed to grammar drills or reading and writing activities,
because they include active conversation and creative, unpredicted responses from students. Activities vary
based on the level of language class they are being used in. They promote collaboration, fluency, and comfort
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in the TL. The six activities listed and explained below are commonly used in CLT classrooms. The instructor
sets the scene: The students converse in pairs for a designated amount of time. This activity gives students the
chance to improve their communication skills in the TL in a low-pressure situation. Most students are more
comfortable speaking in pairs rather than in front of the entire class. Students may use the same utterances
repeatedly when doing this activity and not actually have a creative conversation. If instructors do not regulate
what kinds of conversations students are having, then the students might not be truly improving their
communication skills. The instructor gives each student the same set of questions to ask a partner. Students
take turns asking and answering the questions in pairs. It can zone in on one specific aspect of grammar or
vocabulary, while still being a primarily communicative activity and giving the students communicative
benefits. Higher-level speakers should be having unpredictable conversations in the TL, where neither the
questions nor the answers are scripted or expected. Students are assigned a group of no more than six people.
Students are assigned a specific role within the group. The instructor gives each group the same task to
complete. Each member of the group takes a designated amount of time to work on the part of the task to
which they are assigned. The members of the group discuss the information they have found, with each other
and put it all together to complete the task. Students can feel overwhelmed in language classes, but this
activity can take away from that feeling. Students are asked to focus on one piece of information only, which
increases their comprehension of that information. It takes a good instructor to design the activity well, so that
students will contribute equally, and benefit equally from the activity. The class is paired up. One partner in
each pair is Partner A, and the other is Partner B. All the students that are Partner A are given a sheet of paper
with a time-table on it. The time-table is filled in half-way, but some of the boxes are empty. All the students
that are Partner B are given a sheet of paper with a time-table on it. These abilities are directly applicable to
many real-world conversations, where the goal is to find out some new piece of information, or simply to
exchange information. They need to know certain vocabulary words, certain structures of grammar, etc. If the
students have not been well prepared for the task at hand, then they will not communicate effectively. The
instructor introduces a topic and asks students to contemplate their opinions about it. Opinion sharing is a
great way to get more introverted students to open up and share their opinions. If a student has a strong
opinion about a certain topic, then they will speak up and share. If a student does not feel like their opinion is
respected by the instructor or their peers, then they will not feel comfortable sharing, and they will not receive
the communicative benefits of this activity. The instructor gives students a sheet with instructions on it. Find
someone who has a birthday in the same month as yours. Students go around the classroom asking and
answering questions about each other. The students wish to find all of the answers they need to complete the
scavenger hunt. In doing this activity, students have the opportunity to speak with a number of classmates,
while still being in a low-pressure situation, and talking to only one person at a time. After learning more
about each other, and getting to share about themselves, students will feel more comfortable talking and
sharing during other communicative activities. In his critique, he mentions that CLT is not an altogether
cohesive subject, but one in which theoretical understandings by linguists and practical understandings by
language teachers differ greatly. Critique of the theory of CLT includes that it makes broad claims regarding
the usefulness of CLT while citing little data, that it uses a large amount of confusing vocabulary, and that it
assumes knowledge that is predominately language non-specific ex. Swan suggests that CLT techniques often
suggest prioritizing the "function" of a language what one can do with the language knowledge one has over
the "structure" of a language the grammatical systems of the language. Swan also suggests that, in CLT
techniques, whatever languages a student might already know are not valued or employed in instructional
techniques. One of her critiques of CLT is that it implies that there is a generally agreed upon consensus
regarding the definition of "communicative competence", which CLT claims to facilitate, when in fact there is
not. Because there is not such agreement, students may be seen to be in possession of "communicative
competence" without being able to make full, or even adequate, use of the language. This critique is largely to
do with the fact that CLT is often highly praised and is popular, when it may not necessarily be the best
method of language teaching. Some critics of CLT suggest that the method does not put enough emphasis on
the teaching of grammar and instead allows students to produce utterances which are grammatically incorrect
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as long as the interlocutor can get some meaning from them. Bax asserts that many researchers associate the
use of CLT techniques with modernity and, therefore, the lack of CLT techniques as a lack of modernism.
7: Speaking in the Disciplines (SID) | Department of Communication | University of Pittsburgh
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: Oralism - Wikipedia
The communication process is vital to effective learning within a classroom environment. Classroom instruction that
produces positive results acknowledges the need for a liberal use of nonverbal cues, student involvement and team
communication.

9: Educational Approaches
This article will make some suggestions for making your classroom more inviting for all students who have difficulties
with language. Here are the suggestions: Speak slowly, clearly, and naturally.
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